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1. Brief Irrtroducfion of the canditjate.
Cevdet Fehmi Bushi is a citizen of the Republic of Kosovo ln 2OZO he was

elected toFhD student in self-study at the Department of Management and
Marketing at the Agricultural University, Plovcliv, Republic of Bulgaria, His
research is focused on the problems of economic efficiency and sustainable
development of vineyarcis in the Republic of Kosovo. An autobiographical
reference was not attached to the subnritted documents for the cqmpetition, from
which I could make a rnore detailed presentation of the candidate

2. Retevance of the problem.
The topic has been successfurliy selected and relevant for the economic

developnrent of the agricultural sector in Kosovo The author directs his research in alittle-studied area relatecl to economic eificiency and sustainable development ofproduction structures irr the viticuiture of the Republic of Kosovo.
The importance of the studied issues is determined by the current state of the

agrtcultural agricultural structures of Kosovo which due to socio-economic, political and
organizational reasctrs iag behind global trends rn their development. Undoubtedly, in
recent years tlrere have been srgnilicant changes in the overall management of economic
processes in Kosovo (rncluding agriculture and in particular in viticulture), in the directionof its integration and adaptation to modern requirements, although a number ofindicators, it still catches up with developed European countries. ln this sense, the
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is dissertable, has its practicar sisniricance and is a step in a

3' Purpose, tasks, hypothese$ and research methods.The doctoral student has well formulated the tifle, the conceptual thesis, the subject,the object, the goar and the tasks of the dissertation.
The main goal of the research is formr,rlated clearly and precisely. The author aimsto analyze and assess the economic sustainability of Kosovo,s vineyards and, on thisbasis' to deverop and propose concrete guiderines for improving it.To achieve this goal, six logically related tasks have been identified. The subjectand object of the research are correctly defined, as well as the main thesrs of the author,according to whichthe level of economic sustainability of the vineyard, other things beingequal' is influenced by the type of organizationar form ano itre type of productiontechnology appliecl in it The following methods are used in the research process to provethe conceptual thesis of the drssertation systematic analysis; index method; statisticarmethods - descriptive statistics process and structurar approach, upgrading of arreadydone research' theoretical analysis and synthesis, collection, systematization andsummarization of statistical data and their graphical, taburar and schematic presentation,comparattve and retrospective anaiysis, Jescriptive and deductive methods.From thefield methods' questionrraires were used on questionnaires prepared by the authorhi,self, r,vhrch are presented in the ctrssertaiion appendix.

The verification of the validity of the conceptual thesis is performed through a treeof statistical hypotheses statistical methods are used: t-criteria for testing hypotheses forthe drfference between the mean vaiues of two sampres, one-way anarysis of varianceand chi-square analysis.
Proving the authenticity of the conceptual thesis of the dissertation takes place inthree successive stages 240 vineyards were studied, grouped in 4 groups, according tothe form of ownership and their legal status.

ln the coLirse of the research the tasks have been completed and the formulatedresearch thesis has been proved

The specialized software product sPSS ancl statistical package of MS Excel wereused in the processing of il"re empiricar informatron.

4' vlsua{raatic* arrd pr"esemtmtir:r"l of the obtained resufts.

The dissertation is presented in an rntroduction, three chapters and a conclusion,located on 122 pages, used literature and appendices. The study is illustrated with 14figures' 16 tables and 3 appendices. l42literature sources are cited, which are relevantto the studied problem

The text i, the separate chapters and paragraphs of the dissertation are enriched
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with successfully developed visual diagrams and figures, which clarifythe essence of theresearch The text and iitles of some of the attached figures and diagrams do not indicatewhether they are copyrighted or borrowed from other literary sources.The following are used in the development: scientific publications and works ofBulgarian aird foreign authors; rnformation bulletins of international organizationsEURCSTAT; reports and builetins of the Ministry of Agriculture of Kosovo, as well as anumber of regulatrons

5' Disc*ssiun of the resurts and ursed llterature.
The structure of the dissertation is logicaily constructed and completelysubordinated to the set goal and tasks of the research.

The introductionpresents the state
recent years, focusing on the reasons for this
topicality is substantiated.

chapter onehas been cleveloped in a volume of 31 pages and is focused on theresearch methodol.gy and the methodological toors for analysis and assessment of theeconomic sustainabiiity of the vineyards The specifics of viticulture are revealed, whichis essential for the rnterpretation of the esse nce and the characterrstics of its efficiencyand sustainability ln thrs part of the paper is presented the discussion ;;;;r;;r; ffi;;;on the nature of the issues under consideration, broken through the requirements anddynamics of market relations. The author's position on them is clearly declared. Thedoctoral student shows a good knowledge of the theoretical-methodoiogical andmethodological tssues on the considered problems. ln practice, in this part of thedevelopment is presented and commented creatively, the whole categorical apparatusthat is relevant to the research topic. system analysis was used for the study. It is a setof methods ancl ways tc' stLrdy processes, phenomena properties, states, rerationships inand between systenrs
To determine the degree of use of procluction resources in vrneyards and theireconomic sustainability, the author proceeds both from the neociassical theory of farmactivity under market conditions and from the theory of transaction costs. The economicsustainability of the economy is considered as a result of the use of the main factors ofproduction - land' labor, capital, without taking into account the imperfection of theinstitutional environment' lt is assunred that the market rs in equilibrium, the legislation isadequate and applied according to the ruies, the property is protected and there iseconomic realization

According to the theory of transaction costs for determining the economicsustainability of the farm, the author takes into account transaction costs: for theacquisition of information, for negotiatron, protection of contractual rights, etc. Thecomplex assessment of utono*L sustainabiiity is based on economic, technical-economic and frnancial analysrs. The economrc analysis is aimed at establishing. theresource securrty of the vineyard (land, machinery, animals, labor, etc.). The technicaland economic analysis is used to cletermine the comparative efficiency of individual

ol vrticultr_ire in the Republic of Kosovo rn
sr:i:e The necessity of the research and its



production plots and vine varieties. The financiar analysis rs based on four groups ofindicators: liquidity, asset efficiency, financial independence and profitability.
The second chapter covers53 paEes and is entifled "Analysis of the factorsdetermrning the econonrlc sustarnabrlity of vrneyards". practically, this chapter representsthe analytical part of the clissertation shecovers an extensive and in-depth study, wherethe accepted methodoiogy and research rnethodology are stricfly applied.A detailedanaiysis and description of the specralization, the concentration of the observed farmswas made The efficiency of their activity was assessed. The main production, financial

::: ::'j"l titt:tu that affect the sustainability of wine enterprises are substantiated anddttatYZea Ine degree of concentration of capital, their organizational form, access toinnovation' access to finance, etc Using a wealth of factual material, are made correctsummaries and conclusions that resurt from the results of the analysis.chapter three- the constructrve part of the development is a logical continuationof the research ihesis embedded in the formulation of the dissertation. In neo arenoutlined some key strategic guidelines for developing the economic sustainability ofKosovo's vineyarcls
The author outiirres some basic guidelines for increasing the economic

l lmproving the age structure of the vineyards and conversion of the varietalcomposition.

2' lmplenrentation of production teclrnologies, allowing the minimizationproduction costs.
3' lncreasing the specialization, intensification and concentration of productionthe vineyards.
4 lncreasing the mechanization of the production of wine and dessert grapesthe vineyards
A theoretical modei for increasing the economic sustainability oi vineyardsproposed.

A definite contribution of tlre author irr this chapter is the identification of the mainproblem areas related to tlre sublect of research Recommendations are given for theimplementatir:n of alternative models economic, technical and organizational solutionsfor the effective and sustalnable development of viticuiture in the Republic of Kosovo,

The conclusion of the dissertation summarizes the conclusions and findings about theresults of the research rhey give reason to believe that the main goal and objectiveshave been achieved and the thesis is confirmed.
structurally and compositionally, the dissertation is very well constructed. Themain parts of the dissertation foliow in a logical sequence. Each previous chapter- servesthe next' which gives the work a complete and comprete character.For the purposes ofthe research' a wealth of information has been coilected, processed and analyzed, whichcan serve as a database for future research in this area. Appropriate methods andindicators for research and analysis are used which serve the research very well and are
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a guarantee for the reliability of the obtained results.The conclusions and suggestions
made have a strong scierrtific and practical nature, with opportunities for direct
application in practice.

6. Contributions to the dissertation.
I generally accept the report on the contributions to D's dissertationfehmi bushi and

I consider them as a personal work of the author. I will add two more to the presented
contributions:
1. The specifics of viticulture are revealed, which is essential for the interpretation of the
essence and the characteristics of its efficiency and sustainability.
2. An adapted methodology and appropriate tools for analysis and assessment of the
economic sustainability of vineyards in the conditions of the Republic of Kosovo have
been developed

7. CriticaX remanks and qLiestions.
I have sonre insignificant remarks to tlre author, which are rather technical in nature:

1. The conclusions in the development (pp BB-89) are many in number (14
pieces), which at cerlain rnoments leads to unnecessary repetitions. lt is recommended
to reduce them to 5-6 pieces so that they reflect in a generalized form the most important
moments of the specific study.

2.Scientific work could benefit from maintaining a balance between the individual
chapters - the constructive third chapter could be even larger in volume than the previous
chapters. This would enhance tlre creative nature of the development and increase the
number of contributrons.

3.My recommendation to Dfeird of Bush is not to weaken the pace and intensity of
his screntific work, as well as to look for more opportunities for publication in journals with
an impact factor. ln additior-i, with some of tlre develop;nents in this dissertation can
enrich the teachrng among students, thereby strengthening the practical nature of their
education.

The recommendations made in no way detract from the results achieved in the
dissertation. They can be useful to the author in his future work.

Question: According to the author, what are the main reasons for the low
investment activity in the srnall and nrediurn-sized vineyards of the Republic of Kosovo at
present?

8. Published articles and citations.
The research and publishing activity of DZhevdet Bushi includes a total of 5

publications in connection with the dissertation, made for the period 2014 - 2020. One
of the publrcations has an impact factor

The presented abstract objectively reflects the structure and content of the
d issertation.



CONCI.U$ION:
Based on the different research methods learned and applied by the doctoralstudent' the correctly per-formed experiments, the summaries and conclusions made, Ibelieve tlrat the preserrted dissertation meets the requirements of ZRASRB and theRegulations of the Agrarian Universrty for rts apprication, which gives me reason toevaluate it POSITIVE

I allow myself to srrggest to the esteemed sclentific Jury that they also vote in favorand yes sentences of Dfeud of tsuisl'r the educational and scientific degree"Doctor" in the scientilic specralty arganization and managen.ient of production(agriculture and sub-s ectors)

Date: 21.12. ZOZO

Plovdiv
REVIEWER:

Koprivlenski)
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